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EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE ON AB~ER 

PL 86-36/50 USC 36051 Richard Ber_~ard, D/Chiet, R7 
• 

T :he article by Russ Chauvenet in the 
;AU.gust 1977 CRYPTOLOG provided an excel
;le~t perspective of how the prograJ11111ers 
,viewed ABNER. Sam Snyder's followup 

letter ~n tl\e November 1977 CRYPTO.LOG provided 
additio~al insights on the construction of the 

.equipmept. t believe it would be remiss not to 
cover at least a few points concerning some 
aspect~ of the equipment maintenance on the 
ABNER Serial 1'.system. . . 

Whe~ AFSA, NSA's predecessor at Arlington 
Hall Sliation, Hi.st determiaed in the very early 
l 9SOs (hat it was'. getting into the e lectro;\ic 
computer arena, it! was readily determined that 
there was no source of qualified engineering 
or ele~tronic comptlter-maintenance personnel 
to be enticed into service,at the/Agency. In 
additipn to hiring a. few civilian electronic 
engineers and techni~ians, it wa$ decided to 
attempt to get some c~pertise in this area by 
seeki~g military officers. A survey indicated 
that t'h~ training that ',came closest to meeting 

·the Agency's requirements was given at the 
Ground Electronics (Radar) School at Keesler 
Air F~rce Base. A levy ~as placed on the 
USAF/~FSA for one officer in the top third of 
each•of ten succeeding g~aduating classes. l. 
was •ifortunate" enough to',be selected as the 
firsf officer from the fiq•t class. Upon 
arrival at Arlington Hall, ·I was assigned to the 
compUter maintenance for AB~ER. People like 

I I now Chief T2 (as well as L. Morgen-
weck, E. Biggerstaff, and\ ; j all of whom 
are still at NSA), were o d ~md'!t. at ABNER main
tenance, having already spent about 6 months 
\'IOrking side by side with the devl:llopment engin
eers and programmers in anticip11tion of the 
computer's becoming operational. 

ABNER(, Serial 1, the first NSA application 
of "serial dynamic logic" circuitry, presented 
new problems for isolating malfunctions. The 
computer, including the consoles and periphera I:;, 
came close to being a maintenance nightmare. 
All of the electronic O.C. power supplies were 
of the laboratory type, with variable volt
ages. They were not overly stable and they· 
generated a tremendous amount of heat. Electro-

. sonic mercury de lay lines were used for the l 024 • 
words of memory (Sl2 words per cabinet, or 64 
delay lines per cabinet). The only pluggable 
components in the whole machine were thediode/ 
resistor gates (there were 25,000 1N34 diodes) 
and the 6ANS vacuum tubes that were used for 
digital pulse amplifiers. There were about 
1500 6ANSs, a 11 being used close to their 
design rating, and they had an MTBF that did 

not endear them to the maintenance personnel. 
More importantly, all the digital pulses were 
processed through various lengths of electronic 
delay lines. The latter were all wire-bound on 
very delicate metallic-plated fibergl~ss rods' 
and hard-wired into th~ system. Likewise, all 
the pulse transformers were hard-wired into the 
system and when we were so fortunate as to 
locate a faulty delay line, pulse transformer, 
or diode isolating/gating circuitry, it took at 
least a half-hour or more to replace the suspect 
component if it was not 3 tube or a plug-in gate. 
. I 

Perhaps more important than the hardware re
placement problem was the fact that there 10ere al
most no elect.rical or software diagnostics for the 
m~chine. · The R&D prograr.uners had developed a 
few "exercise" routine":>, but the usual "main
tenance" technique was to attempt to run an 
operational program and, when it didn't 10ork, 
Maintenance was called in to see if we could 
find the trouble. This was the standard prac
tice in other "computer laboratories" in the 
United States during this early computer era. 
Over a period of time, of course, we did devel
op some diagr.ostics. Many problems, however, 
occurred with the electromechanical input ar.d 
output equipment and with the operations' con
sole itself. These faults would, of course, 
bring everything to a grinding halt, since then 
we could not even get data into or out of the 
machine. We were also hampered because the 
response time of the oscilloscopes was so slow 
that it was difficult to "see" some of the 
pulse trains, and delayed-sweep oscilloscopes 
w~~ot yet in use. 

When production operations ~tarted in 1952 
there was no time allocated for preventive 
maintenance. All the maintenance time we were 
allowed was that necessary to correct faults. 
In_ general the machine was us~~~uring the day 
sluft by the Rl:iD personnel whu were continuing 
to develop some facets of the equipment and, in 
some C'.ases, to improve reliability. During the 
evening shifts it was used by the programmers 
1~ho. were just developing some of the initial 
prog1·ams (Russ Chau'lenet was among the best of 
these) and the attempt was made during the mid
night shift to run on an operational basis 
the few programs that worked. All three oi 
these "customers" (the Rf,O engineers and pro
gral!'.mers; the operationa i progra11U1:ers; and the 
operators) provided a unique technical as well 
as huinan-re lat ions challenge to the maintenance 
crew. 

As time went on, things of course improved. 
The maintenance people still thooght the 
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equipment was poorly designed; ~he programmers 
were probably the happiest of the lot; the 
R&O eng ineers were glad to get· on to newe r 
things; and the operations people suffered 
through with all .of us. As Art Salemme wrote 
in the October 1977 NSA Newsletter, most of 
us Jived in the Buckingham area and it wa s iiot 
uncommon to work on the machine for several 
hours at a t ime , come home and get some thing 
to eat (with logic equations and microseconds 
still going through .our brains), and wander 
bnck down to work to see if we could t r y one 
more idea in the att~~~~ fi~ .the machine. 
Mai ntenaii.ce-d-own times of 4 to 8 hours were 
very common and on occasions last ed up to 4 or 
5 days. This was not so much a reflect ion on 
the quality .of 1113.i ntenance personnel (I would 
like to think) , as a reflection of the com
plexity of the design, the newness of the whole 
concept, and the absence of statisticall y 
reliable prevcnti ve mai ntenance procedures ;md 
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software diagnostics. In many cases, whenever 
we were sur e the input and output equipment 
and console ••ere working, "'e would wri te down 
our own diagnos tics to try and locat e a sticky 
logi~ problem in the machine. As each new · 
computer application program was written, it 
was not uncommon to find logic errors in either 
concept or wiring, even after the fir s t year 
or two of operation. 

Af ter approximately a year of such i nterest 
:ing endeavor s, I wa s considered qualified t o 
become ttie maintenance chief on a special-purpose 
machine, DELLA, being cons tructed by R&D using 
the same type of digital logic and components 
(albeit with many mor e pl ug- in component s used) , 
t hat was expected to come into oper ations. . 
DELLA was to be loca ted at Nebraska Avenue and 
! soon began the joys of carpoo ling from Arlington 
to NSS and lost contact with ABNER just as it 
came into its own as a highly productive piece 
of computing/analytical equipment. 
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